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Photographic suspension and disbelief: fashioned bodies in oscillation.

[slide – from the observatory]
The term ‘The fashioned body’ encompasses both the physical body and the cultural body as site for the playing out and alignment of the material of the everyday (clothing, perhaps) and the epic (when clothes become fashion) through dress and body adornment, in the visual presentation and reading of status, gender, identity and so on, that can be derived and fabricated. This presupposes a certain reference point, or ‘model of the body’ constructed and situated within a particular cultural scope, and necessarily brings with it questions that include notions of difference from this, of ‘other’ in terms of race, ethnicity, disability, sexuality and so on.  This is the stuff of our world, and a language and convention that we understand, engage in and refer to, moreover as the makers of collections, photographs, artefacts, images and texts etc, that comment on, reflect, analyse, interrogate and propagate what fashion has been, is and should be in response to a pluralism of considerations and environments, but also we understand this fundamentally and intrinsically as clad/ clothed bodies ourselves within, the social and cultural space that we collectively occupy.
Roland Barthes would call this a studium, although in respect to photography, but nevertheless in description of a scenario that is of common understanding.

Here we are, all fashioned bodies by default or intent, consciously or not, but forever available to the expression of intention or extraction of interpretation by virtue of the public and intellectual context in which we live and operate.  And this seems to be a condition that we have constructed ourselves as a society, and is culturally mediated and endorsed by a plethora of strategies with ranging initiatives, forces and material objects – [Aziz + Cucher slide] and here even stripped bear of clothing and biological sex, we are gendered although somewhat stereotypically, by objects that are themselves gender-reciprocal.  [Duane Michals slide] The semiotics of dress has drawn a line of no return for us, that arguably was crossed at the wake of imagination in the garden of Eden (or so this particular story goes).  We cannot return to this level of naivety; right from the start, we are thrust into gender-assumptions - pink or blue for example, and Fashion operates as Communication of this (ref Malcolm Barnard), but there does still exist a kind of equivalent line, or threshold for consideration that does have a point of return (and indeed oscillation) which is that between the private and public – and there are other technological thresholds or interfaces (for example, photography) . And what I mean by this is not just how one might dress at home as opposed to at work for example, but also the actual and physical naked body, as being the private, against or beneath the ‘fashioned body’ which suggests a public body, where fashion includes clothes, hair and make up, pose, context, gesture and so on. Here I’m also thinking of notions of the masquerade, as well as ‘performance and presentation, as Erving Goffman discusses in his text the presentation of the self in everyday life, where he suggests that we are in a state of continual performance (and although Goffman is not referring to real on-stage perforance (rather that we are on-stage all the time) - I’ve got an image of David Byrne in Southampton [slide] here wearing a tutu, which shows a kind of extreme notion of performance, which is perhaps one end of the scale that Goffman refers to, but more importantly it’s the everyday, the coming to college/ work, going out, staying in etc – played out in the everyday and with instantaneous possibilities to disseminate and report on within and across a variety of technologies and platforms that all enhance  or construct the spectacle (think of big brother, webcams and facebook etc that seem to heighten this notion of the performance or presentation of the self in the everyday domain), and this public and private interplay is at the very core of much fashion design and fashion photography, both with their respective ‘cuts’, revelations/ disclosures and suggestive powers  – and this interplay includes the co-existence of the public and/ private -  [Michael Snow slide] and that we are dressed but at the same time naked under our clothes, with dress and photographs alike as keepers of secrets and fonts of suggestion in their own ways. Now this realisation of being naked but dressed, if you agree with me, is perhaps a moment of punctuum, the partner-term of the studium, that Roland Barthes uses to describe the sort of experience that is incisive and significant albeit applied to his thoughts on viewing photographs. [Newton slide] [Hermano slide]  But it is this kind of simultaneous dilemma or conceptual overlap that I want to focus on, as well as the ‘overlap’ that Susan Ferleger Brades alludes to between art and fashion in the preface to the Hayward Gallery show of 1998 Addressing the Century: 100 years of Art and Fashion, where art and fashion share in the pursuit of a common set of visual explorations and discoveries.


Now, I could demonstrate this by way of a live paradigmatic shift or performance, [Schneeman slide] but I won’t (well you wouldn’t want me to undress would you?!) , instead I’ll refer to Carolee Schneemann’s “naked action lecture” of 1968 at the ICA (Institute of Contemporary Art, London) where, as an artist working with her (the) body, she dressed and undressed on stage whilst delivering a lecture on painting posing a feminist critique on the possibilities of being a female ‘nude’ and a lecturing art historian simultaneously (at the same time); a kind of ‘flux’ in action – I’m not going to address this particular question about here, rather I want to share with you some further contextual thoughts on the notion and place of this kind of ‘simultaneous dilemma’ within the representation of the body in both fashion and art practice.  I want to frame this dilemma within the realm of the metaphysical, which makes sense in so far as the term metaphysical captures the idea of something transcending the physical and the notional (which is what I’m really talking about) - and the particular branch of ontology.  This is about the investigation into what types of things there are in the world and what relations these things bear to one another, with a particular attempt to clarify the way in which people understand the world, including existence, objects, property, space, time, causality and possibility –All this comes together for me in thinking around fashion and art, and photographic images in particular as capsules of time/space compression. [solambulist slide]  This certainly bears out my own interest and practice working with photography, moving image and time/ space-based installation and performance in relation to fashion –.  So, I want to call this the metaphysical-body or meta-body, (which may make me a kind of ‘pseudo philosopher’), or from a discipline based vantage point: metaphotography, or even metaphor-tography (which is an iteration of metaphor with photography)  – which is as I see it is perhaps an innate characteristic of my medium of choice ‘photography’ – which as I’ve suggested shows but never gives as the keeper of secrets, and the medium and image, like fashion, of outward appearances, of signs and symbols, semiotics of description (denotation) and meaning (connotation) - all illusive and dressed over the thing, referent or body itself. 
I want to draw on some examples where the metaphysical or metaphorical body is somehow even further out of reach than seems to be the normal case in much fashion and fashion imagery of perfection, where utopia or fantastically unattainable spaces or bodies are proposed – perhaps ‘future bodies’, that nevertheless give out the impression of attainability for a present body by association (of dress, brand or fragrance etc), but where this notion of the unattainable is intentionally further displaced beyond the everyday and into the epic or at least another time/ space dynamic – perhaps the point at which fashion does become art or at least there is an overlap into the domain of art practice. This remains nevertheless highly relevant and supplementary to an all-inclusive discourse around fashion and the body.

[Julia Fullerton-Batten slide 1] I want to show you these images from a series entitled ‘in-between’ by London based photographer Julia Fullerton-Batten. The title of the series itself – in-between – already provides a context for these pictures as visualisations of the kind of condition or dilemma that I’ve been talking about.  The very notion of being in-between neither one thing nor the ‘other’, does describe a kind of metaphysical stasis, or what Michel Foucault might mean by his term ‘hetero-topia’, and begs questions of an ontological nature – ie in-between what!? Clearly there is a rationale here, of which art and fashion are included, as well as the very image of a floating figure, disconnected in space but yet connected to some kind of disrupted object, broken or knocked over as an added displacement to the image of a body ‘in-between’, or in flux.  
These bodies in space could be seen in terms of the liminal perhaps, where liminality defines a kind of ‘threshold’ between two different existential planes (like conscious and unconscious), and these pictures present an order that is permanently liminal, in much the same way that “twilight’ is a liminal time between light and shadow, [J F-B slide 2]
and non-places, a phrase coined by French anthropologist Marc Augé for transient spaces that lack any significant degree of permanent occupation like airports, roundabouts and hotel rooms, and are stuck in a kind of similar in-between.  And interestingly the places in which these liminal bodies are, seem themselves to be of that liminal order of ‘non-place’.  Thus for me, these pictures present a liminal body, in a liminal space – which is obviously reflected in the title ‘in-between’. Photography is a great medium for this and at a phenomenological level, is itself forever in the in-between.  However, where this is taken as the subject too, there is a kind of intellectual simultaneity the like of which I have previously described– 
[Sam Taylor-Wood slide] Sam Taylor-Wood’s series of Self-portraits Suspended I-VIII of 2004 depict the artist floating in mid air in a gravity-defying ‘moment of absolute release and freedom’ (as she describes these pieces).  Similar to the bodies in Fullerton-Batten’s pictures, Tayler-Wood’s body levitates, suspended in time and space as part of her artistic quest into exploring the physical and emotional limits of individuals operating in contemporary society. What’s interesting here, is that those “strings attached”, have been digitally removed in the depiction of the seemingly ‘impossible’, which is a common theme within the body of her work, and reminded me of a series by Wendy McMurdo where the body is posed according to an activity [Wendy McMurdo slide skating] the playing of a musical instrument for example, or skating here, where the instrument, or in this case the male counterpart, is removed leaving the body suspended in a void. And Time and again, I come back to the image of Yves Klein’s “leap into the void” [klein slide] of 1960, where similar strings (prior to post-production) enabled Klein to make a gravity defying leap into the ‘void’, where the void is used to represent the ‘other’, and Klein is depicted in his signature attire black suit/ white shirt - in the perfect point of being on the verge, a threshold moment of in-between the window ledge and nothingness, the physical and the metaphysical, belief/ disbelief and even life and death. In these pieces entitled Resurrection by MJ Kim - a recent graduate from the MA Fashion Photography (LCF) – perhaps a conceptual attempt is made to enter the void in the threshold of life/ death – and it is in death, that the body gravitates to a higher state of haute couture (Stella McCartney).

In 1998, I developed a photographic series under the title of Interval, [Interval slide] where again the body (or figure) was depicted in a similar state of being between, where the term ‘interval’ describes a place or time that is only brought into being by a temporal or special displacement or disruption to a otherwise continuous space or timeline, a division between the present and the future.
[play] US video artist Bill Viola’s “the reflecting pool”, Viola presents a continuous space/time-line mainly by the soundtrack, where the body is suspended over a reflecting pool (Viola has a preoccupation and fascination with water or fluid as a life originating substance, which is a kind of suspension in a medical sense) and for my purposes here, presents a further visual exploration of the body in space, but one in which the body starts off clothed only to return naked from out of the pool – referring back to my earlier naked/ clothed juxtapositioning. Although this is clearly an art piece, there is a potential overlap if only by the connection with the image of a body in flux.
Following on from this, I’d like to show a video piece of mine, which was made on a runway in rural France, that culminates in a similar still suspension that perhaps brings together a number of my references to this point. The culmination in the ‘still’, of a gravity-defying leap into flight (the void), once again suspends the body in liminal space.
This piece engages precisely with a fashion discourse and terminology with a pun on the ‘runway’, and is from a series entitled brandedworks, which in this particular instance is the brand of Japanese Jiki-Tabi shoes. [play]

In bringing all of these references together and specifically for the purposes and context of the symposium, I’d like to finish with some work around the depiction of duality – where ‘two’ fundamentally and necessarily suggests or establishes a number of possible (unstable) temporal and special relationships.  In a temporal sense, and in the (time based) act of looking, there is an oscillation between a ‘present and future body’ idea in the image.  But in this going back and forth, the moving from the one to it’s other, the result or affect of this is on the body of the viewer: in the end (or in the future) it is a viewing body that becomes positioned as the body in flux.
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